The problem to be treated concerns the motion in a plane of n particles connected successively by rigid rods freely hinged at the particles. The first rod is permanently attached to the origin about which it is free to pivot. Let the length of the ith rod be at and the angle between the radius vector to the ith particle (extended past the particle) and the i + lst rod, i.e. the difference between the angles of inclination of the ith radius vector and the i + lst rod, be 0,-+i with 0i the angle of inclination of the first rod. Let r = ax, r2, r3, • • ■ , r" and <px=6x, <f>2, <b3, • • • , <pn be the polar coordinates of the n particles. Then the problem is to determine the mean initial velocity of the nth particle for any distribution of the initial pivotal angular velocities co,-with the average taken over all configurations for which r" initially has a given value r. This problem, suggested by Professor F. T. Wall, is of some interest in the dynamics of polymer chains such as in synthetic rubber theory. The problem of determining the probability that the terminus is initially at distance r from the origin can be regarded as a random walk problem and has been treated by The method to be used for handling the present kinematical problem is an extension of Kluyver's.
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Let pi be the initial value of rt and let 0< = a,-+wrf. Denote by Pn(r, ai) the probability that p"<r and E{ [(p"(r, o,-)]o} the initial terminus angular velocity expectation for pn<r. Thus,
where F is a discontinuous factor:
(1. Pn < r, l0, pn > r.
The natural choice for P is rf£Ji(rr)Jo(pnT)dr, [4, p. 406] . Differentiating with respect to time the relation tan (d>"-0"_i) =2a"r"_i sin 0»/(r%+r%_v-a£) and noting r\ = r\_x+a\+2anrn-i cos 0" gives the recursion formula so <pn = <j>n-i + an(r"_i(7 cos 0" -f"-i sin 0" + ajn)/u The change in the order of integration of 'the ctn and r integrals is permitted by the uniform convergence of the infinite integral [4, p. 195 ; 5, pp. 23, 53]. There is an exceptional case, namely p"_i=a" making p» = 0 for a"= ±ir. For the Ix and I2 terms the convergence ceases to be uniform in the neighborhood of these a" values, but the integrals are boundedly convergent for these values [5, p. 43], thus again permitting the inversion. The singularity in the integrand of It in this case is merely of the removable type since the fraction (a"+p"_i cos an)/pl reduces to l/(2a") for pn-i = a". However, the singularity in Ii is more serious since, in fact, this integral does not converge if pn_i = an. This result is evidently connected with the exceptional character of the angular coordinate at the origin in polar coordinates.
This difficulty may be circumvented by summing the linkages symmetrically, thereby taking for /3 the principal value, lim«,o /-*+«( )dan, which evidently is zero. Thus, where »^4 and r^r0>0. As pointed out above this reduces to the simple formula given for E{ [<pn(r, a)]0} if ax= ■ ■ ■ =an = a, -an expression, it should be noted, that is independent of both r and a. It is possible to use this same method to determine the average initial radial velocity of the terminus but it is not necessary to do so since symmetry considerations show that it is zero.
